
Kabe realizes Lean planning with ComActivity

ComActivity�s advanced planning application gives Kabe the opportunity to introduce a
Lean−based takt time model for their production and material supply. Visualization and
flexibility characterizes the solution. Results can be seen through higher efficiency, shorter
throughput time and lower working capital.

For years, Kabe has been using the ERP system Movex/M3. In fact, it's been 25 years since
Kabe�s CEO Alf Ekström purchased Movex from Peter Bjorkman, founder of ComActivity. New
technology now provides Kabe with the opportunity to introduce modern Lean−based models for
material and production planning with visualized business flows. The solution also includes sales
planning of production series for RV�s, both motor homes and camping trailers. Production of
series is planned in advance with internal demand being represented by planned production. The
planned production is then booked by customer orders. This means that customer orders may
change the configuration of each individual vehicle until point of assembly. This impacts material
requirements, takt and production sequencing.
In the process of choosing the best way forward, Kabe evaluated whether they should upgrade to
the latest version of the ERP system. Kabe had several strategic requirements. Of these, takt time
planning and access via the Internet were the most important.
− It turned out that none of our main criteria would be met as part of an upgrade. I turned to
ComActivity instead to see if they could help us, says Alf Ekström, President and CEO of Kabe AB.
− By renovating, improving and expanding the business system with a new web−based interface for
sales and planning, the principles of Lean Manufacturing can be fully supported in Kabe�s
production, says Peter Bjorkman, founder of ComActivity AB
− Using the ComActivity tools we will achieve lower inventory levels, tighter flows in the factory and
shorter lead times, Alf Ekström continues.
− Implementing solutions based on business requirements is the new way to a better result.
Previously, the system was the solution. Kabe has gone from being a system−oriented organization
to solution−oriented, and ComActivity has the right tools to help Kabe into the new solution−oriented
era, Peter Bjorkman continues.
The basic thesis of ComActivitys solution−oriented model is that:
Business Solutions should give users what they want when they want it. Business Solutions should
not be based on other people�s requirements. The solution should be delivered in the way the
customer wants it. Too much is counter−productive and too little is insufficient. Only balanced
functions with high flexibility are "perfect".
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E−mail: alf.ekstrom@kabe.se

Facts about Kabe AB
The KABE Group's principal business is the manufacture and sale of caravans, transport and other
mobile devices, and camping accessories for the European market. With strong brands and a wide
range of products, KABE is a full−range supplier to retailers.

KABE has constantly evolved since its inception and consists of a group of subsidiaries in Sweden
and abroad. Total group turnover of approximately SEK 1.4 billion (2007) and the number of
employees at just over 430 people. KABE AB is quoted on the OMX Nordic Exchange Stockholm,
Nordic list, Small Cap. www.kabe.se
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Facts about ComActivity AB
ComActivity offers business software accessible over the Internet. Usability, visual processes and
unparalleled flexibility resulting in greater efficiency and lower costs characterize the solutions.
ComActivity offers solutions to industries in manufacturing, distribution and maintenance. Unlike
traditional vendors, ComActivity provides improvements to business processes step by step instead
of having a "big bang". Less risk, rapid return on investment and the right functionality has
convinced more than 100 medium to large companies to benefit from ComActivity�s modern
solutions.
ComActivity is supported by leading venture capital companies like Industrifonden and Via Venture
Partners. Our team includes some of the most successful and experienced business systems
experts. We are a global company with partners in 15 countries in Europe, America, Asia and
Australia. More information is available at: www.comactivity.net
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